SCHOOL: RIO CLARO EAST SECONDARY

OCCUPATIONAL AREA: PHOTOGRAPHY LEVEL ONE

ELEMENTS: AV00251 USE CAMERA

ASSIGNMENT: TWO

Question one: Perspective view in composition

Capture the following images using Nikon Coolpix 120 at your school compound:

1. **ONE POINT PERSPECTIVE VIEW.**
   Photography by Micheal Ramlal

   ![Perspective View Image](attachment:image1.jpg)

2. **TWO POINT PERSPECTIVE VIEW.**
   Photography by Micheal Ramlal

   ![Perspective View Image](attachment:image2.jpg)
3. **TOP VIEW OF AN OBJECT.**
   Photography by Savitri Singh

4. **SIDE VIEW OF AN OBJECT.**
   Photography by Savitri Singh
5. BELOW VIEW OF AN OBJECT.
   Photography by Savitri Singh

TOTAL: 25 MARKS
Question two: Composition

Capture one photography for following composition using Nikon Coolpix 120. Student must capture images using function- Auto Format.

1. RULE OF THIRDS
   Photography by Kishan Sohadeo
2. FRAMING- HEAD ROOM, WALK ROOM
Photography by Bryan Samaroo

3. BACKGROUND
Photography by Moriba A. Taylor
4. **BALANCE**  
Photography by Visham Mewalal

![Image of a fly on a leaf](image1.jpg)

5. **FILLING THE FRAME**  
Photography by Bryan Samaroo

![Image of a monkey](image2.jpg)
6. REPETITION OF ELEMENTS

Photography by Bryan Samaroo

7. FOCAL POINTS

Photography by Nandisha Rampaul
8. **SHAPES, RHYTHM AND MOVEMENT**  
Photography by Bheema Ramkisson

Note: All final photography must be printed on photo non-gloss paper or cardboard paper at a size 4”x 6”.

TOTAL: 25 MARKS

Note. All photography was taken on 30\textsuperscript{th} January, 2015 on school compound - Rio Claro East Secondary or Emperor Valley Zoo of Trinidad and Tobago.

TOTAL: 50 MARKS